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The LORD Knows the Way of the Righteous 
Psalm 1:4–6 

 

4  The wicked are not so,  
But they are like chaff which the wind drives away.  

5  Therefore the wicked will not stand in the judgment,  
Nor sinners in the assembly of the righteous.  

6  For the LORD knows the way of the righteous,  
But the way of the wicked will perish.  

Of course, the next section of Psalm 1 is built upon and is really a 
continuation of the first 3 verses.  The theme of those first three verse was the 
blessedness of the righteous man.  David gave us 3 negative and 3 positive 
reasons why this blessedness is so.   

In verse 4 here David begins the contrasting section of the Psalm, telling us 
that the wicked are not so.  He begins with a graphic description of just what the 
wicked are actually like from God’s point of view.  The righteous are blessed 
from His perspective as well as from the view of other believers around them.  
The end of the above section told us that they prosper by God’s hand like a tree 
by a good water source.  It is such that its’ intended function, producing fruit at 
an appropriate season, is accomplished.  He finished up, at the end of verse 3, by 
suggesting the fact that this tree would never wither, with the implication that it 
would not happen no matter what circumstances came to pass.   

Verse 4 sets up the contrast by carrying on the picture from the end of verse 
3.  They will not prosper and they indeed WILL wither with the implication, 
against what the very end of verse 3 said, that no prospering will occur.  It is 
interesting that David does not leave the matter to have its’ conclusion drawn by 
the reader.  He puts the conclusion in very definite terms, as well as quite 
personal terms: 

 He says the wicked “are not so”.  The language here is very 
personal.  He is talking about the group defined as the “wicked” 
but the statement about what is their destiny is more direct and 
personal.  Drawing from the personal and singular nature of the 
end of verse 3, we ought to conclude that the same singular nature 
that the prior statement had. 

 He carries on the same individual sense that he finished the prior 
verse with.  Regarding the righteous…given the circumstance 
given in the first 3 verses, at the end of verse 3 David concludes 
that “…he prospers”.  
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 In verse 4 He starts talking about the wicked, a general form that 
speaks all of the “wicked”.  David is speaking of and describing is 
generally so regarding all of those who fall into that category.   

He then goes on further and makes a very dramatic and visual description of 
the specific end of these wicked ones.  They are not planted near any source of 
water and thus cannot draw any of the sustenance so desperately needed in order 
to be able to accomplish the function for which they were/are intended.  Thus, 
David says, they end up like “chaff”.  Chaff was the husk of wheat once it was 
harvested and dealt with to enable the farmer to have access to the core of the 
wheat, the only valuable part of what had grown.   

The farmer would take the full stalk of the harvested wheat and, most often 
on the type of a little hill near to the planting and harvesting area, would “tred” 
the grain, using bare feat to stomp on the wheat and thus break the outer shell 
which would leave the core, the valuable part, and the broken shell or husk.  
Very often, this would be done in a shallow pit and the farmer would use pitch 
fork to cast the finished product into the breeze above the hill where the husk, a 
light she'll, would be whisked away while the core, a good bit heavier, would 
fall back to the ground to be gathered for other uses. 

David’s point here is that, insofar as God’s glory and purpose is concerned, 
what he refers to here as the “wicked” are, in the grand historic scheme of 
human existence, serve little purpose other than being that which is is “driven” 
away.  The word “drives” is a word that means scattered or destroyed.  It is 
interesting that the form of the verb “drives away” speaks of an action that has 
been caused by a past condition or action that involved the subject.  So, because 
of the failure of the “wheat” to produce acceptable fruit, the surrounding husk is 
driven away.  Added to the form is an energetic sense as well.   

Because David is talking about men and not insensate vegetables, we must 
conclude that the implication intended is that it is the actions and doings of the 
“wicked” that, once they are crushed by reckoning  and accountability before the 
Lord, which results in their inability to “stand” in the time of judgment.  The end 
result here is that they will not “stand” or remain in the “assembly of the 
righteous”.  In other words, they will suffer the separating judgmental penalty of 
God at the time of the end of all things.  They will be counted as a part of those 
who will enter eternity in God’s heaven. 

It is important to note that the reason here, very clearly, is because they 
failed to bring forth the fruit that men are “planted” here to bring forth.  God 
desired for them to bear all of the benefits of the righteous and they were no less 
able so to do.  But they did not love the Law of the Lord, did not meditate on it 
day and night, and, sadly, they did sit in the seat of scoffers.  And so there is 
little failure to understand why they had no capability to receive the blessing of 
God and grow into the “product” that men are intended to grow into.  Instead, 
they are “driven away” by the piercing gaze of an omniscient Father. 

In verse 6 we see the reason why God can surely and clearly make these 
rulings.  He knows the “way”, or life path of the righteous.  Likewise, the 
implication is that He knows the life path of the wicked.  There is also the 
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implication that God has an active part in the progressing forward of that life’s 
walk.  But, David says, whereas the way of the righteous, telling us that this sure 
knowledge of God is why the before mentioned things can be said so surely.  
But David goes on and tells us, tragically, that, instead of yielding blessedness 
as in the case of the righteous; the way of the wicked will, ultimately result in 
their perishing.  The word “persist” mean to be destroyed or to be lost from 
view, even to cease to exist (though, from other passages of Scripture, we can 
say that this is not a total ceasing to be, but rather cease as a viable and present 
instrument of God).  It to, as in prior verbs, speaks of an action that had its 
origination in past actions, but that has real and discernible effect in the present 
or even in the future.    


